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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES • AUGUST 2012
It’s been quite a Summer thus far; record high temperatures are being posted across
Canada...bringing some spectacular night-time lightning shows with the odd ‘pop-up’ torrential
downpour. Unfortunately, it seems most of the rain falls in metropolitan areas, not doing much
good for forest fires and farmer’s crops.
Quite the opposite of our UK friends who seem quite evenly and overly well-soaked.
Peter Jenner submitted an article dealing with Arthur Lee-White’s experiences flying one of the
most underrated and fascinating aircraft of WWII, the Westland Whirlwind. I first read of the
Whirlwind in a book by a lady who had been an Air Transport Auxiliary pilot; she had flown
nearly every model of RAF aircraft in her deliveries and most enjoyed flying the Whirlwind. I
can remember neither the title nor author I’m ashamed to say, after having searched my library to
no avail. That book piqued my interest in the Whirlwind.
I was reading of the early exploits of 2 Group RAF in Michael Bowyer’s excellent (1974) book
and had just read of 263 Squadron Whirlwinds in support of 2 Group’s Blenheims during
shipping attacks in the 1941 Channel ‘beats’ when Peter’s writing arrived. I shudder to think of
those 2 Group men flying against shipping protected by myriad flak ships while flying outdated
(even then) Blenheims. The losses were horrific. But morale rarely faltered.
Wing Commander L.V.E. ‘Attie’ Atkinson kept a poignant postcard written by a Blenheim pilot
friend in a prison camp (Stalag Luft III). It reads:
“I’m sorry I failed to return on 26th June, but a destroyer picked me off going in to attack
and a merchantman got my second engine. This left me no alternative but to fall in the
drink about three miles from the convoy. At 3 o’clock we saw you looking for us but the
aircraft turned north about ten miles away. We’d lost rockets. My crew are well. Fenton
received a nasty cut over right eye but is now well. Thompson O.K. My regards to all
the boys on behalf of the crew...Hoping to see you soon.
Harrison-Broadley.”
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LAST POST
ARTHUR ‘TUG’ WILSON (AIR GUNNER • 98 SQUADRON)
Thanks to Tug’s son Roger for this information

ARTHUR ‘TUG’ WILSON of Glenalla Road, Llanelli, Wales died peacefully 21 April 2012 at
Prince Philip Hospital in Llanelli, following a short illness.
Tug was posted as an Air Gunner to 98 Squadron RAF in Melsbroek on 03 Jan 45 with
crewmates Harry Whitehead (Pilot), Dave Koski (Observer) and Joe English (WAG). Their first
operation was 13 Jan against the Road and Communication Centre
at Manderfeld; they served through the end of WWII and into
Achmer, Germany.
His 1924 birth in Halifax, Nova Scotia was to a British Mother
with whom he and an older brother moved back to Kent when Tug
was eleven years of age. When war was declared he was working
in his uncle’s jewellery shop in Ramsgate; he joined the RAF just
before his 18th birthday in 1942 and trained in Scotland before
joining 139 Wing RAF in Belgium.
Tug met Mollie, from Broadstairs (next door to Ramsgate), near
the war’s end and they were married in 1946 when Tug was again
working with his uncle. Canada drew he and Mollie to Toronto in
l‐r: Harry Whitehead, Joe English,
1948 where he worked for Simpsons Department store. His love of
‘Tug’ Wilson & Dave Koski. May ‘45
things with wings saw him join Trans Canada Air Lines (now Air
photo: Arthur ‘Tug’ Wilson
Canada) in 1950; he started in sales and completed his 25 year
TCA career in Human Resources before taking early retirement. They lived in England ‘off and
on’ during the 1980s due to extended family obligations and decided in 1988 to settle in Wales.
Art was predeceased by his brother Bill in 1977 and by Mollie in 1992 at just 66 years of age.
Tug stayed on in Llanelli until his passing. He is survived by his only child, Roger (Sharon) in
Michigan, grandson Devin who lives and works in Toronto, and granddaughter Alanna attending
university in Hamilton, Ontario.

EDWARD ‘TINY’ BREDIN (NAVIGATOR • 98 SQUADRON)
Edward MacPherson ‘Tiny’ Bredin QC died 09 April 2012 at the Colonel Belcher Care Centre in
Calgary, Alberta at the age of 98. He spent his early years in Cereal, Alberta, graduated from the
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University of Alberta in Arts (1937) and in Law (1938) and was called to the bar in 1940. He
worked for the City of Calgary’s Legal Department before joining the RCAF in 1942.
F/O Edward M. Bredin (Navigator) was crewed up with F/L C.R. Monaghan
(Pilot), Sgt A.H. MacKinnon (Wireless/AG) and Sgt G.W. Ellis (Air
Gunner) before they were posted to 98 Squadron RAF in Melsbroek,
Belgium on 20 Feb 45. They flew their first operation, an attack on Udem,
Germany, five days later; part of 13 aircraft from 98 Sqn, 12 of 180 Sqn and
12 of 320 Sqn. Tiny and crew served together through the end of WWII,
being a part of 98 Sqn’s last wartime op on 02 May, an attack on the Rail
Centre at Itschen, Germany.
On his 1945 return home, he rejoined the City’s Law Department, becoming
City Solicitor in 1950 and was made a Q.C. in 1957. In 1958 he joined Mobil Oil of Canada as
General Counsel and Secretary. Upon retirement, Edward joined the law firm of Howard,
Mackie (now Borden, Ladner, Gervais LLP) as counsel.
Edward was a member of the southern Alberta branch of The Aircrew Association, Medium
Bombers Association, Royal Alberta United Services Institute, Alberta Historical Association,
and a lifetime member of the Calgary Chamber of Commerce. He also held the presidency of the
Canadian Association of General Counsel, Calgary Bar Association, Men’s Canadian Club of
Calgary, and the Calgary Branch of the Sir Winston Churchill Society.
Ed was predeceased by his sister Grace Hjorleifson of Ottawa, ON and his brother Jim of
Cornwall, ON. He is survived by his loving wife Nan (nee MacQueen), his son James (Anne) of
Toronto and daughter Maryann of Calgary.

CYRIL R. ‘DIGGER’ COLLIER
(WIRELESS OPERATOR/AIR GUNNER • 180 SQN)
Elaine Collier wrote from Australia that her husband, Cyril R. Collier, died 30 March 2012.
‘Digger’ was posted to 180 Sqn in Foulsham as a Wireless Operator/Air Gunner on 01 Dec ’42
with crewmates F/L J.F.B. Carey AFC (Pilot) and Sgt G. Price (Nav/B); they were joined later
by Sgt D.J. Denman (Air Gunner). Following his 180 Sqn service and a posting to Canada and
back, Digger found demob into the wasteland of post-war Britain not to his liking. He was a
Welshman and, in 1959, remembering the wartime Aussies extolling the virtues of life in
Australia: (as he told it) “the beer, great climate, the beer, luscious fruit, the beer, wonderful food
and, of course, the beer,” the decision was made that he, his wife and 2 year-old son would
become ‘10 Pound Poms’ and settle in South Australia. It turned out to be a very happy move.
WE WILL REMEMBER THEM
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FR
ROM TH
HE ARC
CHIVES
S
Bill Fee (P • 98) wro
ote to Hankk Hastings, inn October of
o 1996, of his
h pleasuree with that year’s
y
2TAF MB
BA Reunion::
“Dear Haank:
Mary andd I want you
u to know that we thorouughly enjoyeed the Hamillton reunionn and we cann now
say that we have completely
c
r
recovered
frrom the straain of driviing just oveer nine thouusand
kilometerrs from Wh
hite Rock to
t Hamiltonn and back. Our
thanks too you and yo
our helpers for
f making the
t reunion a most
memorabble affair.
The winee and cheesee party on thee evening off the 12 Septtember
had partiicular signifficance for me
m as it waas on that date
d
in
1942 that I was posted from 18 Squadron (B
Blenheim Mkk IVs)
to the neewly reform
med 98 Mitcchell Squadron. As faar as I
know, I am the only
o
Canadiian ‘Charterr Member’ alive
today...I must remem
mber to turn out
o the lightss when I go..

Billl Fee at the Ha
amilton MBA reunion
photo: sccreen grab from 1996 video

The firstt CO of 98 Mitchell Squadron
S
waas W/C L.E
E.G. Lewer who took command on
o 16
September 42. Alth
hough Foulssham was sttill under coonstruction, we moved over to ourr new
station annd started traaining for loow level ops in formationn. Winter seet in early annd we foundd that,
because of
o a shortage of ground handling eqquipment, baad weather and
a having too hand-crankk our
engines, we
w had lots of time to help
local farmers harvest their
t
sugar beets.
After seveeral weeks the
t two Mittchell
Squadronss [98 & 180] were considdered
ready to do a low level op onn oil
installationns near Gheent; the datee was
21 Januarry 1943. Although I had
trained forr the event, I was not on
o the
battle order. I recalll that Foulsham
was like a bee hive as the time for
F Butch Budd
F/S
den, F/O Bill Feee and F/O Len Moss; Wattish
ham, 1942.
take-off neeared (the prress were theere in
photo: Russell Legross
force). Suuddenly all hell broke loose
when som
meone disco
overed that there
t
were no
n bombs onn the aircrafft and, worsse, there werre no
bombs off the Americcan type on the base! The op was scrubbed andd bombs werre borrowed from
Swanton Morley forr the first Mitchell
M
op, and ‘Grum
mpy’s’ first op,
o the folloowing day. P/O
Gordon Calder,
C
with
h whom I had
h trained in Canada, flew FL1766 on its firsst op, 22 Jann 43.
Unfortunnately, I saw
w Calder annd crew shot down oveer Boulogne on 13 Mayy that year. Ian
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Tweddell (O) from Lashburn, Saskatchewan, was the sole survivor and was a prisoner of war for
the duration (Calder and his two RAF Gunners are buried in the Eastern Cemetery, Boulogne,
Pas-de-Calais, France). [Editor’s note: The ‘Fog of War’ often confuses events: Gordon Calder
was not the only survivor; John Gale (WAG) RAF also survived and was captured. Frank
Patrick Charles Gower (AG) was buried in Boulogne alongside Gordon Calder.]
‘Grumpy’ was retired on 13 August 44 and replaced by FW188 which was given the Squadron
letter ‘B’. FL176 (Grumpy) was passed to Reid and Sigrist, Desford, for overhaul but instead
was stored at 49MU (Maintenance Unit), then moved to 12 MU where it was scrapped on 17
December 46. A sad end for a proud veteran.
My print of ‘Grumpy’ leading the charge is presently at the picture framer. When I get it back it
will be placed in a prominent spot on my trophy wall. I do wish, however, that the artist had
done a likeness of ‘Grumpy’ without a tail turret, a B-25 Mk C, FL176.
All the best to you and Mary.”

Bill Fee (P • 98) passed away in White Rock, BC on 02 Apr 2006.
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From WW2 People’s War
An archive of World War 2 memories • ‘written by the public, gathered by the BBC’

The following story was written by my father, Ray Mitchell, in 1995, for the newsletter of 139
Wing Association. 1995 was the 50th anniversary of VE Day, and also my parents’ 50th
wedding anniversary. Called up in 1942, Ray had met my mother whilst working in the Air
Ministry. He courted her throughout the rest of the war, until marriage in June 1945, a month
after D-day. Final de-mob, and my arrival, came in 1946! 2005 will be their diamond-wedding
anniversary. 139 Wing Association has now disbanded; living memory of WW2 will soon pass
into history and be left to historians and others to argue about. It is important that those who
were there tell their story.
Fraser Mitchell - eldest son.

CORPORAL RAY MITCHELL • RADIO TECHNICIAN
Ray Mitchell • 180 Squadron

"It’s May 1995, and I am lying in bed, thinking of all the urgent tasks to be performed that day,
such as pruning roses, and suddenly remembering where I was fifty years ago.
Yes, it’s near VE Day, and I am suddenly Corporal Ray Mitchell - Radio Technician, working on
those lean and hungry-looking B25 Mitchells at Achmer airbase, Germany.
I came to 180 Squadron at Dunsfold in mid-1944 after a rather soporific career in Training
Command working on ancient Oxfords and clapped-out Blenheims, installing and servicing,
believe it or not, battery operated transmitter/receivers run on 120 volt
batteries and 6 volt accumulators. Anyone going on leave with a 'sparks'
badge on their uniform were always being stopped by RAF police in their
search for disappearing HT batteries; there was a shortage everywhere in
RAF ‘Sparks’ badge
D. Poissant collection
wartime.
Training command were always short of airfields and were constantly sending flights of aircraft
around the country to odd and empty airfields so that trainee pilots could get the hours in.
Ground crews followed and from main base at Grantham I was shuttled around Harlaxton,
Bottesford, Balderton, Woodvale, and finally Hawarden (near Chester) where suddenly the
Orderly Room announced “You're posted, chum.” To Dunsfold and 139 Wing, my first posting
to a REAL Air Force; where there was pressure and tension in the air; where everything had to
work 100% first time; where Form 700 [service and flying record of each aircraft; ground crew
signed off on service performed] was taken very seriously! Where those B25s with their bobbing
noses on tricycle undercarriages would chase you along the perimeter track if your servicing
truck dawdled at 40 mph. There was no 'scrounging' here, everyone knew that they were an
integral part of the fighting machine.
6

Dunsfold was a noisy place in those days. With Wright Cyclone engines and two to three ops a
day, and thirty-six plus Mitchells taking off there was always urgency in the air.

“two to three ops a day, and thirty‐six plus
photo: Imperial War Museum
Mitchells...”

“we are now all in tents scattered in the
photo: Peter ‘Doc’ Ryan
woods...”

D-day approaches; we are now all in tents scattered in the woods around the base. On the 'Day',
maximum effort puts 9 boxes of 6 aircraft into the air several times. The effort continues month
after month, many of us are taught to drive and a few months later we are on our way to Ostend
and Brussels. To Zaventem Airbase (now Brussels
Airport), and that old convent, a welcoming
population and a winter of ops, opera in the Theatre
Monnaie, and Pouishnoff playing Chopin one
evening.
So many memories; they come flooding back. The
day the Luftwaffe strafed the airfield, fortunately
after our aircraft had got airborne. And the days in
Spring 1945, when the war seemed won. But not
The “Old Convent” in Zaventem.
photo: Peter ‘Doc’ Ryan
quite. Flying bombs started to fall around us. A
lone Luftwaffe jet suddenly drops a bomb on a dispersal and an instrument mechanic working
alone is dead. I had been working on a radio in that very dispersal shortly before.
And now it is April, and in a final push, 139 Wing Mitchells are moved up into Germany to help
finish the war, to Achmer near Osnabruck. I flew up with the advance ground crew party.
Memories again. We bank over the Achmer airbase. I hear the pilot say "How the HELL can we
land there". We orbited a few times. Down below was a lunar landscape of thousands of
overlapping craters; all neatly inside the airfield boundaries. Precision bombing on a vast scale; it
must have been the Yanks! Many craters had, however, been filled in despite appearances from
the air, and after a very bumpy landing we unloaded our tents and kit. Next day a large party of
7

German civilians approach us. Our first glimpse of the ‘enemy’. We are worried. We put our
clips into our Sten guns, but no problem. They are the civilian staff of the airbase, and expect to
be taken on by the 'new management', which they are. First job, digging latrines. Second job,
hairdresser.
Memories Fade. Did 139 Wing carry out real ops from
Achmer? It seems that only a few days after arriving
there, VE Day was announced. Where's that photo I
had of us all in front of a B25? And the one of the
floods after torrential rain?
VE Day and now what? No more bombing, nothing
more to ‘do’. Achmer soon reverts to peacetime.
Almost a holiday camp now! Swimming in the EmsWeser Canal; the Malcolm Club, sunbathing,
sightseeing flights over the Ruhr to see the bomb Under canvas, under water – Achmer 1945
Photo: Arthur ‘Tug’ Wilson
damage, leave in Brussels - and leave back home to
marry a lovely London Scottish girl. Our Golden Wedding and VE Day anniversary go together.
And finally! Worries about being transferred to the Far East are over after Hiroshima. ("If only
we'd had one to drop" we all agreed, we would have been home sooner.) But the Americans want
their B25s back; 139 Wing is converting to Mosquitoes. Fewer ground staff will be needed,
demob is in the air and so we all return to Zaventem for dispersal. Old friends and colleagues are
disappearing in all directions; 139 Wing is downsizing fast.
And soon I find myself alone walking into Polebrook, a silent airbase near Norman Cross on the
Great North Road, and as I go into the Airmen's Mess for the first time, American 8th Air Force
notices, signs, and insignia are everywhere. I go up to the servery. On either side are large grey
boards bearing, in proud white lettering, dates and places of bombing targets of long departed
Flying Fortresses. What catches my eye is of course, the lettering ‘Achmer’ and again ‘Achmer’
amongst the dozens of other target names.
So now I know from where those American precision bombers of Achmer had flown. What
could we British and Dutch in 139 Wing have done without them? They had provided us with
those superb B25s and then took the trouble to get the Luftwaffe out of Achmer for us.
This is the reason why I am still pretty pro-American, and why I have made a friend and twice
visited a certain Bob Maker in Idaho, who as a captain in the US Army Air Corps, navigated and
piloted B25s and other aircraft in the Pacific. But that is another story"…..
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WOOD for WOOD
Dave O’Malley • Aerographics
Condensed from the Vintage Wings of Canada e‐newsletter

Imagine if you will: You are standing along the edge of a large open field in Belgium, which,
over the past three weeks, you and your fellow Luftwaffe airmen have laboured and transformed
into a decoy airfield. You are on edge yourself. Two days ago, an RAF Mustang had made a low
level pass right over the heart of the field. Everyone could
see the round camera window on the side of the aircraft.
Everyone knew he had seen.
Just as you finish pushing a massive wooden Ju-87 Stuka
tail first into the surrounding forest, you hear the sound
of approaching aircraft. An obergetfreiter next to you
shouts Achtung!! Mücken!!! You look to the south of the
field and see a pair of dark Mosquito fighter-bombers
arcing in from the west. You and your pals run headlong
WWII photo of a dummy Stuka; Reece photo
into the wooded periphery of the airfield as the two interpreters would have a difficult time
wraiths thunder in. Your heart is racing – out of fear for deciding if they were real or fake, being
your life and out of joy that you have tricked the bloody forced to look for other clues: tire tracks,
personnel, structures, etc.
British or Canadians, or whomever, into believing this
was a real field. You can hear the whoops and cheers of your mates who also realize this at the
same time.
Hiding behind a large tree, you peer out through the branched and catch a glimpse of the side of
the fast moving pair, their bomb doors open, ripping down the far edge of the field where six
Stuka replicas sit parked, tails in the forest. You smile… “Stupid Brits!”, you think, “We fooled
you”. You watch from half a kilometer away as several oddly slender bombs drop away from the
two Mosquitoes and tumble weirdly to the ground. Instinctively, you flinch from the impending
explosion, withdrawing behind the tree. But there is nothing. Maybe there was a sound… but it
was not an explosion. It sounded like a series of heavy thumps.
You look around to your friends. Everyone shrugs. After a few minutes, you see other airmen
across the field walking near where the bombs were dropped. You cross the field to where
several men are standing. One feldwebel is holding one of the bombs. Warily you look it over. It
is not made out of metal. In fact it is simply a four foot length of wood… a log with the remains
of four crude wooden fins at one end and a sharp end that reminds you of a pencil. There is
writing down one side… “Wood for Wood”. The English-speaking sergeant translates “Holtz für
holtz”. For a moment everyone lets this soak in. Soon they are all laughing and so are you. But
as they chuckle away and collect the other logs, you realize something. All your work has been
for naught. The English, they are on to you. Above all… you have a nagging thought which, for
9

the first time, begins to gnaw away at the far reaches of your mind – you cannot possibly win this
war.
The story of the wooden bombs, a legend that just won't die, has long been held to be true by
unspecified witnesses and often retold through hearsay and third hand accounts. Many "showme-the-proof” historians have disdainfully
discounted the legend as apocryphal,
unsubstantiated poppycock and urban
legend. The would-be discounters of this
former urban legend cite primarily the idea
that it would be better to not tip off your
opponent to the fact that you know about
the phony airfield by dropping fake bombs
on it. They state that somehow this would
compromise your intelligence network on
the ground and tell the enemy how much
you know. But, I say, it would have much
the same result if you were seen to overfly
the airfield with recce aircraft and then
Jean‐Antoine Courable (right) and Belgian Jean Dawaerheid
never return with real bombs. Either way,
stand with collection of dummy aerial bombs – some real, some
the enemy knows you know. By dropping
reconstructions. Courable researched the touchy subject over a
period of two years and Dawaerheid translated the resulting
fake bombs on an fake and usually
book to Dutch.
undefended mock-up of an airfield, you
simply made the Germans look and feel foolish, your pilots and navigators flew a milk run and
had a laugh and a skit and in the end you simply gained the upper hand. I for one have no trouble
believing this, especially after reading the recently published book, Wood for Wood - the Riddle
of the Wooden Bombs by Pierre-Antoine Courable.
French citizen and researcher Pierre-Antoine Courable had one source for his belief in this story
of British humour and derring-do; one that did not have a written record, was not found noted on
a squadron ORB or pulled from the shelf of a musty archive. It was the strong and honest voice
of his father. Here is what Courable says about the first time he heard the story:
“The first time I heard about the famous "legend" of the wooden bombs was during the
summer of 1973. My father was driving the family Citroën GS; we had just passed the
trees by the Fretin Fort when my father told me a story he had never mentioned before.”
"Do you know that not far from this road the Jerries installed wooden planes?" "No, I didn't, and
why wooden planes?" I asked him. "To make the Allies believe that they still had planes when
they hadn't got any left!" "I see. I suppose they also used them to deceive the enemy into
bombing false targets," I replied in a knowledgeable tone to prove to my father that I knew
10

something about military subjects. "Yes, but it didn't work! The deceiver was out-done. The only
bombs that the English dropped on those wooden planes were wooden ones! And they'd painted
'Wood for wood' on them!”
“I was fascinated by this tale. My father said that he had got the details of the story from
Mr Cardon, a farmer in Lesquin, who had actually seen this amusing example of nose
thumbing.”
In 2009, Courable published his book which, for this writer, finally proves with absolutely
thorough research and the first-hand accounts witnesses, that many said never existed, that the
wooden bombs for wooden targets skit actually happened...many times. A year later, the longsought star witness for Courable's thesis, a Luftwaffe pilot by the name of Oberstleutnant Werner
Thiel came forward and was video-taped corroborating the story of the Allied air force's joke.
An excerpt:
Werner Thiel: I was born on the 24th of August 1923 in Dillenburg, in the center of Germany. I
joined the Luftwaffe in 1942. After training courses in France (first in Romorantin, then Angers
and later Le Mans) I was posted in October 1943 at the airfield of Werder, near Berlin. In those
days I also worked at the false aerodrome of Borkheide that was equipped with a runway. We
were living in a kind of container, nearby two air-raid shelters. These were in fact small bunkers
where we could find refuge when the Allies bombed Berlin. At the end of October 1943, the air
raid warning alarm went off. We put the lights on from the false runway and moved the decoy
planes.
Courable: How many decoy airplanes did you use?
Thiel: Maximum ten, I would say. They were made of wood and netting. A few nights before, we
noticed reconnaissance missions, so we were prepared for the raid. We heard the planes
coming...like everybody else, we were afraid of these air raids. We heard the planes flying above
us but this time nothing happened. At dawn, we left our shelter with cautious steps. We dreaded
time bombs. We didn’t believe what we saw: they bombed us with wooden bombs! Six to ten
wooden bombs laid on the ground, all with painted in white “Wood for Wood”.
Courable: What about the body of those bombs? Was it hollow?
Thiel: They were made of solid wood. One of us was carpenter and managed to use this excellent
wood material to build new frames for the enlarged aerial pictures that were going to decorate
our austere surroundings.
Courable: Did you use all these bombs for that purpose?
Thiel: Yes, all of them. We were not the only guardsmen. Our colleagues were full of admiration
and we exchanged some of our pictures for cigarettes or food …
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Courable: Do you remember what you thought at that time? Did you have any idea about the use
of these wooden bombs?
Thiel: We thought it was meant as a joke. Something like “Look how stupid you are. You built a
dummy airfield. We saw it and it’s not worth dropping a real bomb!”
(Thiel takes his glass and looks at the camera)
Thiel: I drink to the health of all pilots in the world and more particularly to the American
colleagues. I would be extremely happy to meet one day the American pilot who dropped those
wooden bombs. Prosit!

Young Leutenant Werner Thiel (left) around the time he
witnessed the legend in the making; and a photo of him in 2010
holding a mock‐up of the bombs he saw lying on the airfield at
Luftkriegschule Werder in 1943.

Many of Courable’s detractors say that no squadron commander would ever have risked his
pilots or aircraft in such a misadventure. Dewaerheid and Courable fired back that it was
possible that squadron commanders might not have known of the antics of their pilots, or may
have turned a blind eye if the bombing of dummy airfields was combined with a real operation
elsewhere.
Though Courable's book is published and Theil's testimony puts to rest the legend of the wooden
bombs, he and Dewaerheid are still looking for witnesses and in particular any allied aircrew or
ground crew who might have participated in these “attacks”. The two know that time is running
out to find men who flew these missions or who built the wooden bombs or “armed” the aircraft
and would appreciate any eye-witness accounts to help build a permanent and comprehensive
archive of this particularly humourous part of the history of the Second World War.
If you have information or a story to tell about wooden bomb attacks, contact Jean Dewaerheid
via e-mail: jean.dewaerheid@pandora.be or Dave Poissant (contact detail on inside cover).
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You
u haven’t seen a Beech 18 flyy until
you’ve seeen this one!

La
arge (and well‐b
behaved) crow
wds both days.
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‘H
Hot Gen’ sportting her new tu
urret

...and
d here she is fro
om the Lancaster bomb aimeer position.

CWH Miitchell and P‐51 (Fifi’s chase plane)
p
in 3‐plane formation with
w CWH Lanccaster

RCAF ‘Sn
nowbirds’ aerob
batic team aree always a hit

RCAFF CF‐18 wowed
d the crowd
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Vinta
age Wings of Canada
C
flew theeir Hurricane, Mustang,
M
Spitffire (above left)
t), Kittyhawk (a
above right),
Corssair (below leftt) and Sabre (below right)

Boein
ng B‐17 ‘Flying Fortress’

The ‘Mynarrski’ Lancaster • CWH’s biggeest museum
draw; alwayss a fan favorite
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Boeing B‐29 ‘Super
‘
Fortresss’ • BIG aircrafft!

Curtis Wriight SB2C Helld
diver

North Am
merican Harvarrds?..yeah, we had some!

Fairey Firrefly • the typee that started the
t
Canadian Warplane
W
Heriitage 40 years ago!

Prroud Veterans were admitted
d free of charg
ge.

Mikey McBrryan (Buffalo Airlines/Ice
A
Pilo
ots) was a
guest of hono
our; here with 4 of the hardeest working
guys of the day:
d Sten, Craig
g, Mike & Leon
n in cockpit
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GRUMP
G
PY IN GRUMP
G
PY IN PA
AINE
Peter Jenner • Dispersals UK
U Editor

Bringingg the backgro
ound story about
a
the origginal Grumppy to the Hisstoric Fligh
ht Foundatioon at
Paine Fiield near Seeattle, I was warmly welcomed. Situuated at the west side off the airfield John
Jack
Sessions has gathereed a fascinating hanger full,
f
packed tight in factt, of vintagee aircraft.
Rockhairrd, a volunteeer mechaninnic and Doceent, took me through ontto the tarmacc. There, in front
of a signn saying “W
Welcome Hom
me Grumpy”” was the B-25 carryingg the name and
a 98 Squaadron
RAF insiignier, lookiing ready to go once thee heat shieldd coverings were
w
removeed. Actuallyy she
was in thhe midst of a minor serviice check in readiness foor a display flight
f
for a pilots’
p
conveention
the next day.
d
Greg was
w up a set of
o tall steps ensuring thaat the starboaard engine was
w 100%.

As we stood
s
and talked aboutt the flyingg for which the 98
Squadronn Grumpy might haave been prepared, various
volunteeeers came to do myriad joobs with muuch loving caare. She
looks goood, outside and in. Thee bomb bay has been sppotlessly
fitted ouut to take the long diistance tankk, currentlyy sitting
shining in the hang
ger. Insidee, on a leddge just aft of the
midshipss ladder, sitss a soft toy Grumpy dw
warf. The fuull sized
one neveer flies witho
out the mascoot mini clonne.
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The cockpit shouts that is a cared-for working place and the tunnel to the nose is well polished
by many flying suits. A (safe) gun points down at the tarmac [Not, as with 342 Squadron
Richardou, waiting to ‘persuade’ the top brass to let him fly with his wooden leg...a Boston
occasion.] I am sure that there is stiff competition to be crewed up in the beautiful Mitchell.
She has an active schedule. The RAF-dressed Grumpy being heard making that distinctive top
and bottom exhaust noise among the many native B-25s at Dayton, Ohio; the pilots ‘Do’
tomorrow and many more appearances during the year.

Here’s ‘Grumpy’ with the entire
lineup of B-25 Mitchells at the
‘Doolittle Raiders 70th Anniversary’
gathering at Wright-Patterson AFB,
Dayton, Ohio. 18 April 2012.
These reunions have been held fairly
regularly for years; I just gotta get to
one soon. There is nowhere else
one can see so many Mitchells in
one place.
‘Pacific Princess’, 2nd row starboard,
is owned by Aero Trader in Chino,
CA; the recognized leaders in B-25
restoration...and who originally built
‘Grumpy’ for the Fighter Collection.
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REAP the WHIRLWIND
Peter Jenner

On his way to a 2nd tour, which was with 88 Squadron, one of our members, Arthur Lee-White,
first flew with 263 Squadron, with whom he won
his DFC; it was one of just two Westland
Whirlwind equipped squadrons, the other being
137. Flying from Warmwell, with detachments
elsewhere, the ‘Whirlibombers’ made very lowlevel (someone’s? wingtip was damaged by a white
mast) and dive bombing attacks on ships, trains and
other targets such as secret construction sites; other
veteran members may have seen them on their
noball ops. They occasionally attacked enemy
aircraft as in their pre-bomber days; in 263
Squadron Summary of Offensive Operations A.
Lee-White is credited with one Fw190 damaged out 263 Squadron members with Westland Whirlwind
photo: network45.com
(HE‐A)
of three enemy aircraft entries claimed.
A current activity is the ‘Whirlwind Fighter Project’. To quote their website “The primary aim
of the Whirlwind Fighter Project is to reproduce a single example of the Westland Whirlwind
Mk I twin-engined single seat fighter-bomber aircraft. It is intended that the project will result in
a non-airworthy reproduction of the Westland Whirlwind, built to available original plans, with
(where possible) original materials. In 2015, Westland Aircraft would have been 100 years old;
our target is to put a Whirlwind fighter on the tarmac at Yoeville for the celebration!”
On his way to the Folland Gnat, W.E.W. Petter is
said to have wanted Rolls Royce Merlins in his
design for the Westland Whirlwind (it was powered
by Rolls Royce Peregrines). It is believed that if
there had been sufficient Merlins in 1939, the
Whirlwind would very likely have outperformed the
Spitfire and Hurricane in time for 1940. And with
massive firepower.
‘Flypast’ of April, 2012 (page 16) tells of the
‘www.whirlwindfighterproject.org’. Arthur relates
that one of the Peregrines has been sourced from a
boat in the USA. Arthur’s second tour, served with
88 Squadron, was sandwiched by...
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Arming the four nose cannon in a Westland
Photo: network45.com
Whirlwind.

FIG
GHTER AF
FFILIATIO
ON/AIRCRA
AFT RECOGNITION
How is youur aircraft recognition?
r
Do
you remembber the Pengguin book? The
silhouettes come
c
from the
t 1941 eddition.
Too early for the Fw190
F
(or too
t include the Whirlw
wind,
exclusive to
surprisinglyy). Of thee various sttories
related to Fighter Afffiliation, (teell us
your storiess, please) Leee-White haad the
obverse of the
t norm. At
A one stage of
o his
RAF careeer he waas flying from
Wittering ‘aagainst’ US
SAAF B-17ss and
B-24s, giiving their gunners
g
pracctice in recoognition and tactics...in Ju88s, Fw1990s, Me109ss and
110s; meerely a few of
o the sixty-oodd differentt types of airrcraft Arthurr flew.

226
6 Squadron to
ook their wo
ork very serio
ously!
Photo: Dave Po
oissant collection via
v Russell Legross
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